UPCOMING EVENTS

NOV 25: THE END OF EUROPE’S WELFARE STATE?
A Conversation on the Future of Social Democracy

The RLS–NYC presents in collaboration with Jacobin Magazine a conversation between Petter Nilsson from Sweden’s Vänsterpartiet (Left Party), distinguished scholar Sheri Berman from Barnard College, and social scientist Adaner Usami from NYU on the future of social democracy in Europe and beyond.

Monday, November 25, 2013, 7:00pm
BookCourt, 163 Court Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201

Free and open to the public. We will be welcoming a delegation from the Vänsterpartiet at a casual reception afterwards. More information and RSVP here.

RIGHT TO THE CITY TRANSATLANTIC ROUNDTABLE

The call for the “Right to the City” has inspired a generation of social movement activists. This invitee-only meeting from Nov 22-23 brings together housing justice groups from Greece, Hungary, Portugal, Spain, France, Germany, and the United States to discuss shared theoretical frameworks, organizational strategies, and tactics to protect and expand housing rights for all our cities’ residents.

The event is co-hosted by the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung—New York Office and the Right to the City Alliance U.S.A.
Since November 5, and in conjunction with the Brooklyn Institute for Social Research, RLS-NYC is convening a 7 week workshop, “The Accumulation of Capital: Rosa Luxemburg, Political Economy, and Imperialism.” This class deals with Luxemburg’s critique of Marx’s theory of capital reproduction and accumulation and relates her work to the contemporary global economic crisis.

PHOTOS FROM BLACK MONTREAL: HOTBED OF RADICALISM IN THE SIXTIES

This Monday, we invited David Austin, Rich Blint and Robyn Spencer for an evening of dialogue on the history of Black internationalism and the intersection of class, race, and gender in the fight for equality.

VIDEO FROM FREEDOM ’63 REMIXED: UNSUNG HEROES

Check out the second video from our event "Freedom ’63 Remixed: Legacies of the March on Washington,” and watch Jeanne Theoharis and Gwendolyn Z. Simmons talk about the role of women in the civil rights movement and the current challenges faced by young activists.
NEW PUBLICATION

DE BLASIO: TWO CITIES, ONE FUTURE
Ethan Earle on Bill de Blasio’s Election
November 2013

ZWEI STÄDTE, EINE ZUKUNFT
Ethan Earle über die Wahl de Blasios
November 2013